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1.0 Introduction 

The Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT) and Federal Highway Administration 
(FHWA) are conducting an EA to study transportation improvements at the interchange of 
US 6 (also designated as 6th Avenue) and Wadsworth Boulevard (also designated as 
Colorado State Highway 121), including improvements along Wadsworth Boulevard from 
approximately 4th Avenue to 14th Avenue in Lakewood, Colorado. The EA was initiated in 
April 2007, and public scoping, including an Open House and numerous small group 
meetings, was conducted between May and August 2007.  Since the end of the scoping 
period, CDOT has:  

• Developed criteria to evaluate potential alternatives, 

• Developed design concepts for the interchange and Wadsworth Boulevard, and  

• Conducted a high-level (Level 1) screening of design concepts to eliminate those with 
fatal flaws from further study. 

CDOT held Open House #2 on February 12, 2008 to present information developed since 
scoping.  

This Open House #2 Summary Report summarizes the notification methods and comments 
received at Open House #2 conducted in support of the US 6/ Wadsworth Boulevard 
Environmental Assessment (EA).  
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2.0 Notification of Open House #2  

Multiple methods of communication were used to notify the public of Open House #2: 
newsletters; a press release; advertisements in local newspapers; flyers posted in schools, 
churches, and other public locations; and notifications in other media. Section 2.1 below 
describes the public scoping meeting notification and outreach process in greater detail. 

2.1 Newsletters 
The January 2008 newsletter was mailed on January 23, 2008, to the project mailing list. The 
newsletter consisted of four pages of text explaining the project, progress to date, 
alternatives development and screening process, and remaining project schedule. The 
newsletter was produced in two versions, English and Spanish. Both versions were mailed 
to the entire mailing list. The mailing list consisted of 700 business and property owners 
adjacent to Wadsworth Boulevard and the US 6 and Wadsworth Boulevard interchange, as 
well as other members of the public who requested to be included on the project mailing 
list. See Appendix A for a copy of both versions of the newsletter.  

2.2 Press Releases  
A press release (see Appendix A) was distributed by CDOT to the CDOT Region 6 media 
distribution list, which includes over 90 media outlets in the Denver metropolitan area.  

2.3 Newspaper Advertisements 
Advertisements announcing the Open House ran in the Lakewood Sentinel weekly newspaper 
on February 7, 2008, and in the Sunday edition of the Denver Post on February 10, 2008. See 
Appendix A for a copy of the advertisement. 

2.4 Flyers 
A public notice flyer was developed and distributed to the locations listed in Exhibit 1 to 
advertise Open House #2. See Appendix A for a copy of the flyer. 
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EXHIBIT 1 
Locations for Flyers Advertising Open House #2 

Category Location 

Schools Alameda High School  
Bethlehem Lutheran School 
Creighton Middle School  
Eiber Elementary School 
Jefferson County Open School 
Jefferson High School 
Lakewood United Methodist Parents Day Out Program  
Molholm Elementary School  
New America School  
South Lakewood Elementary School 
St. Bernadette School & Church 
Stein Elementary School  

Churches First Presbyterian Church of Lakewood  
Lakewood United Methodist Church 
St. Bernadette Catholic Church  

Lakewood Community Locations Belmar Library  
Clements Community Center 
Denver Indian Center 
Heritage Center Farmers Market and Visitors Center  
Market at Belmar (information center on Teller St.) 
Super Wal-Mart (at Colfax and Wadsworth Boulevard) 
Wal-Mart (at 3rd Avenue and Wadsworth Boulevard) 
Whole Foods Customer Service 
King Soopers at Allison and Alameda 

Source: CH2M HILL, 2008 

2.5 Other Notification Media 
Three other notification media were used to advertise the public scoping meeting. Notice of 
the meeting ran on the City of Lakewood Public Access Television Channel 8. The City of 
Lakewood Web site advertised the meeting on its home page and transportation planning 
page, and the meeting was also advertised on the project Web site at 
www.US6Wadsworth.com, which is linked to the main CDOT website. 
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3.0 Open House #2 

This section summarizes the venue for Open House #2, and presents the meeting format 
and materials used for exhibits and handouts to the public.  

3.1 Location and Attendance 
Open House #2 was held at the Lakewood Cultural Center Community Room in Lakewood, 
Colorado, on Tuesday, February 12, 2008, from 4:00 to 8:00 p.m. The meeting was attended 
by members of the public, City of Lakewood, CDOT representatives, local business owners, 
and members of the Lakewood City Council. Approximately 92 people, not including 
CDOT, consultant, or Lakewood staff, attended the meeting. People arrived throughout the 
course of the meeting. Attendance was strong at both presentations, with the 5:00 p.m. 
presentation more heavily attended. Appendix B includes a copy of the meeting roster, 
listing the attendees at the public scoping meeting. Public comments are summarized in 
Section 4.0 of this report.  

3.2 Meeting Format and Content 
Open House #2 was conducted in a mixed open house and presentation format. For the 
Open House portion of the meeting, information stations were set up to cover the following 
topics: 

• project purpose and need, and study schedule;  

• design concepts and screening results;  

• traffic;  

• environmental resources and water quality treatment options; 

• Reference materials and handouts; and  

• CDOT’s right-of-way procedures. 

CDOT and consultant staff were available at the stations and talked with meeting 
participants about the information provided. A presentation was given from 5:00 to 
5:45 p.m. and repeated again from 7:00 to 7:45 p.m. Appendix C includes a copy of the Open 
House #2 meeting presentation.  

Comments were taken by staff during the open house portions of the meeting, and a 
comment box was provided to collect comment forms. Meeting minutes are provided in 
Appendix F. A Spanish translator was available, but no Spanish-only speakers were present 
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at the meeting. An unsupervised children’s area was available, and one family took 
advantage of this service.  

3.3 Display Boards and Handouts  
Display boards used at Open House #2 provided information on the project purpose and 
need and schedule; design concepts and screening results; traffic; and environmental 
resources and water quality treatment options. Display boards illustrated the following 
topics (see Appendix D for illustrations): 

• Project purpose and need  
• Key decision milestones 
• Vicinity map 
• Interchange design concepts retained for evaluation 
• Interchange design concepts not recommended for detailed evaluation 
• Lakewood vision for interchange aesthetics 
• Wadsworth Boulevard alternative elements – travel lanes and sidewalks 
• Wadsworth Boulevard alternative elements – medians 
• Wadsworth Boulevard existing conditions and concept retained for evaluation 
• Wadsworth Boulevard concepts not recommended for detailed evaluation 
• Year 2007 existing traffic levels of service 
• Year 2035 No Action traffic levels of service 
• Level of service explanation board 
• Environmental resource areas to be analyzed 
• Water quality treatment options 

Handouts were available to provide more detailed information on some aspects of the study 
(see Appendix E). Handouts provided information on the following topics:  

• Agenda 
• Project purpose and need 
• EA process 
• Noise information 
• Frequently asked questions 
• Level 1 screening results 
• FHWA Benefits of Access Management brochure 
• CDOT right-of-way information 
• Open House #2 comment form 

Single, reference-only copies of Lakewood’s Wadsworth Boulevard Strategic Plan and 
Wadsworth Station Area Implementation Plan were also available at the reference table. 
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4.0 Open House #2 Comments 

Members of the public provided comments through discussions with project staff during 
the meeting, and through comment forms submitted during and after the meeting. The 
sections below summarize the comments received at the meeting. Individual comment 
forms are compiled in Appendix G. 

Comments received verbally by project staff during the public scoping meeting are detailed 
in Section 4.1 below. Written comments are summarized in Section 4.2 below and included 
in their entirety in Appendix G.  

4.1 Summary of Verbal Comments  
The topics receiving the most comments at the public scoping meeting were design concepts 
and traffic. Other topics of interest included noise, safety, right-of-way acquisition, and 
maintenance.  

Design Concepts  
• Reroute traffic through the neighborhood on the southeast side of the interchange, and 

develop a slip ramp similar to the Carr Street/Garrison Street entrance for cars entering 
eastbound 6th Avenue between Wadsworth Boulevard and Sheridan Boulevard. Close 
the existing eastbound on-ramp onto US 6.  

• Project needs could be addressed by 1) reconfiguring the southbound US 6 off-ramp and 
removing the signal at 5th Avenue; and 2) adding a slip ramp to enter US 6 east of 
Wadsworth Boulevard rather than reconstructing the interchange, because it would 
disrupt fewer residences. 

• The project must plan for transit. Support for a future trolley car along Wadsworth 
Boulevard. 

• Support for the Single-Point Urban Interchange (SPUI) concept. 

• Support for concepts that do not add more signals. Additional signals will not help 
accommodate current and increased traffic volumes on Wadsworth Boulevard. 

Traffic 
• The intersection of Wadsworth Boulevard with 5th Avenue is skewed with “dips” on 

both sides. Southbound Wadsworth Boulevard needs a right-turn lane onto 5th Avenue 
and larger turning radii at the 5th Avenue intersection. 
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• Signals along Wadsworth Boulevard are not synchronized; they increase traffic 
congestion and make drivers stop at every light.  

• The Carr Street/Garrison Street slip ramps should be removed. 

• The Carr Street/Garrison Street slip ramps should be maintained. 

Noise  
• Noise levels have increased since the speed limit on US 6 was raised to 65 mph. Look 

into lowering the speed limit back to 55 mph. 

• Please look into quiet pavement on US 6, like rubberized asphalt or pavement similar to 
that at US 6 near Indiana Avenue. 

• Residents experienced high levels of noise, dust, and fumes during noise-wall 
construction along US 6 east of Wadsworth Boulevard. Hotel vouchers were offered to 
residents proximate to the Transportation Expansion (T-REX) Project construction, and 
this sounds like a good idea during construction for this project.  

Safety 
• The 65-mph speed limit on 6th Avenue is too high and causes too many accidents. Look 

into lowering the speed limit back to 55 mph. 

Right-of-Way and Property Acquisition 
• A property owner was concerned that a decision in December 2008 meant that all 

negotiations for acquiring right-of-way and property would be finalized by this time; the 
owner expressed concern that this is very little time to make decisions about relocation. 
Staff explained that right-of-way negotiations will occur after a decision on the project is 
issued, and affected property owners will have time to negotiate and make decisions. 

Drainage and Utilities 
• Project team should be aware of existing ditch systems in the neighborhood. 

Maintenance 
• There is currently insufficient snow storage on Wadsworth Boulevard. Future designs 

for snow storage should not block pedestrian and bike paths. 

Miscellaneous 
• The public needs to understand the details of the cost estimate for the project so that 

they can understand how mitigation for noise and property impacts is being considered.  

• Please start construction as soon as possible. 
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• Please continue to keep the public informed of project progress and decisions. 

4.2 Summary of Written Comments 
Approximately 18 comment forms were handed in at Open House #2. Five additional 
comment forms were mailed to the project team after the open house. These written 
comments were entered into the comment database, which records all individual public 
comments received during the course of the study. The completed forms are compiled in 
Appendix G. 

The comment form asked the following questions: 

1. Do you agree with the results of the Level 1 screening for the interchange concepts – yes 
or no? Comments? 

2. Do you agree with the results of the Level 1 screening for the Wadsworth Boulevard 
concepts – yes or no? Comments?  

3. Which criteria do you feel are most important in evaluating the design concepts carried 
forward? Please fill out the checklist (provided on the back of the comment form), and 
provide any comments on the criteria in the space provided below. 

4. Do you have any additional comments? 

Exhibit 2 documents the responses to Questions 1 and 2. 

EXHIBIT 2 
Open House #2 Comment Form Questions 1 and 2 Responses – Level 1 Screening Results  

Question “Yes” Responses “No” Responses  No Answer 

1. Do you agree with the results of the Level 1 
screening for the interchange concepts? 

13 2 8 

2. Do you agree with the results of the Level 1 
screening for the Wadsworth Boulevard 
concepts? 

14 3 6 

Source: CH2M HILL, 2008. 
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The responses that disagreed with the results of the screening for the interchange cited the 
following reasons for disagreement:  

• The interchange concepts must plan for transit. (Project team note: the interchange 
concepts do not preclude transit.) 

• The frontage road in the northwest quadrant of the interchange must be accessible to 
traffic exiting westbound US 6 to northbound Wadsworth Boulevard. (Project team note: 
the interchange concepts were not developed to this level of detail for Level 1 screening.) 

The responses that disagreed with the results of the screening for Wadsworth Boulevard 
cited the following reasons for disagreement: 

• The two-way left-turn lane (Concept 9) seems like a reasonable concept to carry forward. 
Dedicated transit lanes (Concepts 10 and 11) seem like reasonable concepts to carry 
forward. 

• The Wadsworth Boulevard concepts must plan for transit.  

• The frontage road in the northwest quadrant of the interchange must be accessible to 
traffic exiting westbound US 6 to northbound Wadsworth Boulevard. (Project team note: 
the Wadsworth Boulevard concepts were not developed to this level of detail for Level 1 
screening.) 

Question 3 asked respondents to mark as “high priority” those Level 2 evaluation criteria 
that they feel are important in evaluating the design concepts carried forward. Respondents 
were asked to mark up to five criteria as “high priority” for the interchange concept 
evaluation, and up to five criteria as “high priority” for the Wadsworth Boulevard concept 
evaluation. Exhibits 3 and 4 document the number of Level 2 screening criteria that received 
“high priority” responses for the interchange and Wadsworth Boulevard evaluations, 
respectively. 
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EXHIBIT 3 
Open House #2 Comment Form Question 3 Responses – Level 2 Evaluation Criteria Priorities for Interchange  
 

Level 2 Evaluation Criteria         

Safe pedestrian and bicycle crossings at interchange         
Design of ramp entrances         

Number of design exceptions (variances from approved design standards)         
Number of weave sections (areas where vehicles must cross paths to enter or exit highway)         

Congestion on interchange ramps         
Spacing between ramp and frontage road intersections         

Interchange capacity to accommodate highest-volume movements         
Local access to/from US 6         

Effects to local business access, visibility, or parking         
Number of businesses and residences that would require relocation         
Number of properties that would be either partially or fully acquired         

Number of residences within 66-dBA (decibel) noise contour         
Acres of wetlands and waters of the U.S. affected         

Total cost of project         
Right-of-way c  o ts         

Ability of emergency-response providers to maintain or improve their response times         
Maintenance of traffic during construction         

Ability to accommodate future widening of US 6 or Wadsworth         

 
 

 
Number of “high-priority” responses 

6 8 10 12 14 16 0 2 4 
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EXHIBIT 4 
Open House #2 Comment Form Question 3 Responses – Level 2 Evaluation Criteria Priorities for Wadsworth Boulevard  

Level 2 Evaluation Criteria         

Width of travel lanes         
Medians for vehicular and pedestrian safety         
Sidewalks for pedestrian and bicycle safety         

Number of design exceptions (variances from approved design standards)         
Medians for access control         

Delay (time) vehicles experience at signalized intersections         
Corridor travel time         

Neighborhood traffic impacts         
Local street access to/from Wadsworth         

Number of businesses and residences that would require relocation         
Number of properties that would be either partially or fully acquired         

Acres of wetlands and waters of the U.S. affected         
Number of historic properties and parks affected         

Total cost of project         
Right-of-way c  o ts         

Ability of emergency-response providers to maintain or improve their response times         
Maintenance of traffic during construction         

Ability to accommodate future widening of US 6 or Wadsworth         
 
 
 

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 

Number of “high-priority” responses 
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Additional comments provided in response to all questions focused on design concepts, 
noise, pedestrian and bicycle access, and access and traffic. Other topics of interest included 
safety and drainage. 

Interchange Concepts 
• The SPUI seems most effective and has lowest impacts to businesses and residents. 

• The partial cloverleaf concept is not pedestrian- or bicycle-friendly. 

• Any concepts with a loop configuration must provide grade-separated crossings for 
bicycles and pedestrians. 

• Interchange must provide for safe pedestrian and bicycle crossing. 

• Support for the partial cloverleaf concept. 

• Incorporate special features, xeric landscaping, and aesthetic treatments for bridge and 
walls into the interchange design. 

• For the Tight Diamond with Loop and Partial Cloverleaf concepts, suggestion to 
upgrade existing loop ramps rather than reconstruct them, to decrease cost of 
construction. 

Wadsworth Boulevard Concepts 
• Landscaped buffers between sidewalks and road, and raised medians, take up too much 

space. 

• Raised medians improve safety by eliminating dangerous turns and controlling access. 

• Raised medians impede access, cost too much money, and are expensive to maintain. 

• Wadsworth Boulevard should have the same number of travel lanes from Alameda 
Avenue to 14th Avenue. Current four-lane section between US 6 and 14th Avenue is a 
bottleneck. 

• There should be a middle lane in Wadsworth Boulevard to accommodate traffic turning 
from Highland Drive to southbound Wadsworth Boulevard. 

Noise 
• Provide noise reduction through noise walls or quiet pavement between Wadsworth 

Boulevard and Kipling Street. 

• Do not increase noise levels over current conditions.  

• Noise levels have increased since the speed limit on US 6 was raised to 65 mph. Look 
into lowering the speed limit back to 55 mph. 
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• Please look into quiet pavement on US 6, like rubberized asphalt or pavement similar to 
that at US 6 near Indiana Avenue. 

Bicycle and Pedestrian Access 
• Provide safe access for pedestrians, bicyclists, transit patrons, and disabled citizens. 

• Provide detached sidewalks so that there is room for snow removal. Attached sidewalks 
render sidewalks impassable when they are covered with snow from snow plows. 

• Consider pedestrian and bicycle access across Wadsworth Boulevard, east to west. 

• Provide a connection from Wadsworth Boulevard to the future Two Creeks Park. 

• Wide pedestrian and bike paths are important. 

• Plow and sweep the pedestrian and bike paths. 

Access and Traffic Issues 
• Maintain the Carr Street slip ramps, even if they are moved to a different location. 

• Synchronize traffic signals on Wadsworth Boulevard so that traffic does not have to stop 
at every signal. Current signal timing significantly slows traffic on Wadsworth 
Boulevard, particularly regional journeys. 

• Improve traffic flow onto US 6. Do not use loops to enter US 6 because [the existing 
weave sections when entering US 6] are scary to negotiate during rush hour. 

• Install “No U-turn” signs along Wadsworth Boulevard. 

• Existing access from Eiber neighborhood (northwest of interchange) to Wadsworth 
Boulevard is good, and no changes should be made. 

Safety 
• Provide safe access from Wadsworth Boulevard onto US 6. 

• The existing Carr Street slip ramp entrance to US 6 is dangerous and should be closed. 

• Provide better signage on US 6 announcing Wadsworth Boulevard exits, to prevent 
dangerous U-turns on Wadsworth when drivers realize they have exited in the wrong 
direction. Provide better signage prior to project construction. 

Drainage  
• Provide water runoff drains sufficient for the 30-year flood. 
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• Enhance slopes of Lakewood Gulch by a) cutting them back for a gentler cross profile; b) 
providing adequate bridging for large floods; and c) providing for eventual trail 
construction along the gulch. 

• Be aware of all creeks and irrigation ditches that cross Wadsworth Boulevard between 
US 6 and 13th Avenue, specifically Wright Lateral and Rocky Mountain Ditch Company. 

Miscellaneous 
• Consider providing a bus lane on US 6. 

• Start construction as soon as possible. 

• Construct the project correctly the first time so it does not have to be reconstructed in 
seven or eight years. 

• Coordinate appropriately with the RTD West Corridor project. 
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www.dot.state.co.us

 
January 28, 2008 

Contact:  CDOT- Mindy Crane – (303) 757-9469 
Cell- (303) 880-2136 

 
 

PUBLIC MEETING FOR US 6/WADSWORTH ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT 
 

DENVER-- The Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT) is conducting an Environmental Assessment 

(EA) study to examine potential transportation improvements to the US 6 (6th Avenue) and Wadsworth Boulevard (SH 

121) interchange and to Wadsworth Boulevard between approximately 4th Avenue and 14th Avenue.   

As part of the EA, CDOT will identify potential engineering designs and alternatives that could meet the 

transportation needs in the corridor.  CDOT has not identified construction funding or a construction schedule at this 

time.  

CDOT held the first public scoping meeting in August 2007 to introduce the study and gather public input on the 

issues to be included in the study. The second public meeting will be held in early February to present conceptual design 

alternatives developed for the interchange and Wadsworth Boulevard, and the screening process that excludes 

alternatives with fatal flaws from further study. The public meeting will be held as follows: 

 

WHEN: February 12, 2008 from 4:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. 

Open House with Informational Presentations at 5:00 p.m. and 7:00 p.m. 

WHERE:  Lakewood Cultural Center, Community Room, 470 S. Allison Pkwy, Lakewood, Colorado 

*A children’s activity area will be available (unsupervised). 
 

Members of the public are invited to attend this meeting to learn about the conceptual alternatives and the 

screening process, provide input, and get answers to any questions about the study.    

For more information, please visit our website at www.US6wadsworth.com or call 303-573-5385 extension 205.  

 

# # # 

 

http://www.dot.state.co.us/
http://www.us6wadsworth.com/


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

The Colorado Department of Transportation is studying potential 
transportation improvements to the US 6 and Wadsworth Boulevard 
interchange and to Wadsworth Boulevard between approximately 4th 
Avenue and 14th Avenue. The study is an Environmental 
Assessment and is anticipated for completion in December 2008.  

Members of the public are invited to an upcoming public meeting to 
learn about the conceptual design alternatives developed for the 
project area, and the screening process that excludes alternatives 
with fatal flaws from further study. CDOT would like your input on the 
alternatives and screening process. 

 

Public Meeting 
Tuesday February 12, 2008 
Lakewood Cultural Center 

Community Room 
470 S. Allison Parkway, Lakewood 

Open house 4pm to 8pm 
Informational presentations at 5pm & 7pm 

Children’s activity area available (unsupervised) 

For more information, visit www.US6Wadsworth.com, or  
call Colleen Kirby Roberts at 303-573-5385 x205. 

Traducción al español estará disponible durante la reunión. Para 
información en español sobre la próxima reunión pública, de la 

evaluación ambiental de US 6 y Wadsworth, por favor contactar a 
Claudio Vera al 720-286-0226, claudio.vera@ch2m.com. 
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US 6 and Wadsworth Boulevard
Environmental Assessment
Open House #2

US 6 and Wadsworth Boulevard
Environmental Assessment
Open House #2

February 12, 2008
Lakewood Cultural Center, Lakewood

WelcomeWelcome

The mission of the Colorado Department of 
Transportation (CDOT) is to provide the best multi 
modal transportation system for Colorado that most 
effectively moves people, goods, and information.

AgendaAgenda
Update on the US 6 and Wadsworth Environmental 
Assessment progress
– Summary of scoping

– Where we are now

– Next steps

Alternatives screening process
Concepts for the interchange
Concepts for Wadsworth Boulevard

Meeting FormatMeeting Format
Presentation
Open house information stations
Reference materials
Tonight’s goals:
– Update stakeholders on the US 6 and Wadsworth 

Environmental Assessment progress

– Collect input on alternatives screening criteria and 
design concepts for the interchange and Wadsworth 
Boulevard

National Environmental Policy Act 
(NEPA) Process
National Environmental Policy Act 
(NEPA) Process

Define scope of study
Define the purpose and need
Develop and analyze alternatives
Identify Impacts
Determine Mitigation
EA Document
Final Decision

What We Have DoneWhat We Have Done
Completed project scoping
– Gathered data on existing conditions

– Attended neighborhood and business group meetings

– Held public and agency scoping meetings

– Solicited comments on important issues to include in the study

Defined the project purpose and identified transportation 
needs
Established an accelerated schedule for the study 
(final decision anticipated in December 2008)
Developed and screened design concepts – presented at 
today’s meeting

ffriend
Note
Completed set by ffriend
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Key Issues Heard During ScopingKey Issues Heard During Scoping
Noise levels at residences along US 6
Speed and volume of traffic on neighborhood streets
Property acquisition or relocations
Construction timing and phasing
Interaction with RTD West Corridor
Accidents and high speeds on Wadsworth and at the 
interchange 
Facilities for bicycles and pedestrians
Business access
Support for project improvements and recognition of 
transportation problems
Public outreach is important and should be continued

Project PurposeProject Purpose
Improve traffic flow and safety, accommodate 

high traffic volumes, and increase multi-
modal travel options and connections at the 
US 6 and Wadsworth Boulevard interchange 

and along Wadsworth Boulevard between 
4th Avenue and 14th Avenue.

NEPA Process ScheduleNEPA Process Schedule

Scoping (Completed)
Purpose and Need (Completed)
Develop and Analyze Alternatives 
– Level One Screening of Design Concepts (February 2008)
– Level Two Evaluation (March 2008)
– Preferred Alternative (April 2008) (public open house #3)

Identify Impacts (April to August 2008)
Determine Mitigation (April to August 2008)
EA Document (August to December 2008)
Final Decision (December 2008)

Alternatives DevelopmentAlternatives Development
Design concepts identified from past experience 
and stakeholder input
– What are the transportation needs?

– What would be appropriate for the project area?

– What do stakeholders want?

Separate concepts for the interchange and 
Wadsworth Boulevard
Criteria developed for two levels of evaluation

Evaluation CriteriaEvaluation Criteria
Criteria developed from scoping input
Level 1 Screening 
– Identify a reasonable range of project improvements that meet project 

purpose and need

– Eliminate concepts with a “fatal flaw” in any criteria (Yes / No)

– Supported by professional judgment

Level 2 Evaluation 
– Quantitative comparison of the concepts carried forward from the

Level 1 Screening 

– Each criterion rated as “good,” “fair,” or “poor”

– Priorities identified by project participants and stakeholders

Level 1 Screening CriteriaLevel 1 Screening Criteria
Safety/Design

– Feasible from an engineering 
perspective?

– Accommodate safer bicycle and 
pedestrian travel?

– Improve weaving/merging 
conditions?

– Decrease access conflicts?

Mobility/Traffic Operations
– Meet current and future traffic 

needs?

– Address interaction of 
Carr/Garrison Street US 6 ramps?

Local Impacts
– Maintain access to residences and 

businesses?

Environmental Impacts
– Significant impacts that cannot be 

mitigated?

Cost Feasibility
– Constructed within 150 percent of 

estimated costs?

Implementation
– Compatible with local plans?

– Compatible with RTD light rail?
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Interchange ConceptsInterchange Concepts
Concepts developed to meet specific conditions of the 
project area
– Highway to regional roadway connection (service interchange)

– High traffic volumes 

– Developed urban area 

– Constrained right-of-way

Eight design concepts considered
– 4 selected for further evaluation

– 4 eliminated because of right-of-way impacts, costs, or incompatibility with 
transportation needs

Interchange Concepts EvaluatedInterchange Concepts Evaluated
Traditional Diamond
Tight Diamond
Tight Diamond with Loop
Single Point Urban Interchange
Partial Cloverleaf 
Partial Cloverleaf  with Directional Ramp
Full Cloverleaf with Collector/ Distributor Roads
Diverging Diamond
Carried Forward to Level 2 Evaluation

Tight DiamondTight Diamond

I-70 and Federal Boulevard
US 6 and Indiana Avenue
I-70 and Denver West Boulevard

N

Tight DiamondTight Diamond
N

Pros
– Eliminates weaving conflicts 
– Reduces pedestrian and bicyclist conflicts
– Lower right-of-way requirements than 

traditional diamond interchange 
– Moderate construction costs
– Common interchange type
– Better spacing between ramp terminal and 

external intersections than traditional 
diamond interchange

Tight DiamondTight Diamond
N

Cons
– Less capacity for high volume 

movements
– Does not accommodate heavy left turns 

well
– Complex signal timing
– Higher number of conflict points 
– Two intersections required
– Increased construction costs  (more than 

traditional diamond interchange) due to 
retaining walls

Tight Diamond with LoopTight Diamond with Loop

I-25 and Colorado Boulevard
I-25 and Castle Pines Parkway
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Tight Diamond with LoopTight Diamond with Loop

Pros
– Eliminates weaving conflicts 
– Improves capacity over tight diamond 

without loop 
– Better capacity for highest volume 

movement
– Reduces pedestrian and bicyclist conflicts
– Moderate construction costs
– Common interchange type

Tight Diamond with LoopTight Diamond with Loop

Cons
– Does not accommodate heavy left 

turns well 

– Two intersections required

– Higher number of conflict points

– Maintains one loop that presents 
pedestrian and bicyclist conflicts

– Requires more right-of-way than tight 
diamond without loop 

Single Point Urban Interchange (SPUI)Single Point Urban Interchange (SPUI)

C-470 and Morrison Road
I-25 and University Boulevard 
US 85 (Santa Fe) and Evans Avenue

Single Point Urban Interchange (SPUI)Single Point Urban Interchange (SPUI)

Pros
– Eliminates weaving conflicts
– Improves capacity by consolidating signals 

and allowing for increased vehicle storage
– Requires less right-of-way
– Consolidates intersection conflict points 
– Improves pedestrian and bicyclist 

crossings
– Allows opposing left turns to proceed 

simultaneously (and improves turning 
radius for trucks)

Single Point Urban Interchange (SPUI)Single Point Urban Interchange (SPUI)

Cons
– Higher cost of construction because 

of longer bridge span and retaining 
walls

– Wider intersection has longer 
intersection crossing distance, which 
can result in more accidents

– Left turns appear “head to head” to 
turning traffic from the exit ramps 
(less familiar to drivers)

Partial CloverleafPartial Cloverleaf

US 36 and Federal Boulevard 
US 285 and US 85 (Hampden and Santa Fe)
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Partial CloverleafPartial Cloverleaf

Pros
– Eliminates weaving conflicts

– Better capacity for highest volume 
movement

– Highest capacity interchange (of 
interchanges recommended for 
evaluation)

– Reduces left turn conflicts (as compared 
with other interchange types)

Partial CloverleafPartial Cloverleaf

Cons
– Higher right-of-way  requirements, 

particularly in southeast loop

– Maintains two of four loops that present 
bicyclist and pedestrian conflicts

– Close spacing between ramp terminals 
and external intersections

Wadsworth Boulevard OptionsWadsworth Boulevard Options
Concepts developed to meet specific conditions of 
the project area
– Match or complement improved roadway sections north and 

south of the project area
– Compatible with adopted local and regional plans and visions

Eleven concepts developed based on three main 
elements
– Travel lanes
– Medians
– Sidewalks

Travel LanesTravel Lanes
Lanes that carry vehicles on a roadway
Do not include auxiliary lanes, such as left- and 
right-turn lanes
Typically 12 feet wide

MediansMedians
Medians can be painted or raised

Alameda Avenue west of Union Boulevard Wadsworth Boulevard south of project area

Medians (continued)Medians (continued)
Raised medians are recommended for arterials with
– High traffic volumes

– Many driveways

– Large number of pedestrian crossings

Advantages of raised medians 
– Reduced crash rates and points of conflict

– Improved traffic flow

– Pedestrian refuge at roadway crossings

– Landscaping opportunities can provide aesthetic benefits
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SidewalksSidewalks
Sidewalks can be used by 
both pedestrians and 
bicyclists, depending on 
their width
– 5 to 8 feet wide for pedestrians

– 8 feet or wider for both 
pedestrians and bicycles

Sidewalks can be attached 
or detached
Detached sidewalks are 
generally considered safer 
than attached sidewalks

Wadsworth Boulevard ConceptsWadsworth Boulevard Concepts
Intelligent Transportation System Strategies Only
Intersection Improvements + Median
4 Lane + Median + Sidewalks
5 Lane + Median + without Sidewalks
5 Lane + Median + Sidewalks
6 Lane + Median + without Sidewalks
6 Lane + No Median + Sidewalks
6 Lane + Median + Sidewalks
6 Lane + Two Way Left Turn + Sidewalks
6 Lane Transit (4 Travel + 2 Dedicated Transit)
8 Lane Transit (6 Travel + 2 Dedicated Transit)
Carried Forward to Level 2 Evaluation

Wadsworth Boulevard ConceptWadsworth Boulevard Concept
6 Lanes with Medians and Sidewalks
Multiple alternatives could be developed in 
Level 2 Evaluation that vary these elements
– Width of elements

– Alignment of roadway

Level 2 Conceptual DesignLevel 2 Conceptual Design
Refinement of design alternatives
– Preliminary dimensions for elements
– Preliminary construction limits
– Preliminary right-of-way impacts

Initial results provide basis for selecting a Preferred 
Alternative
– Comparing alternatives 
– Rating criteria

Additional mitigation will be incorporated to refine 
the preferred alternative

Level 2 EvaluationLevel 2 Evaluation
Detailed criteria to measure relative performance of 
alternatives
Measures are presented for the same criteria 
screened in Level 1
Looking for input on the measures and the priority 
of the criteria (see Handout)

Questions and CommentsQuestions and Comments
Display boards and reference materials provide 
background information
Comment sheets are available at the comment table
Of particular interest are your thoughts on
– Priorities of the evaluation criteria
– Design concepts for interchange and Wadsworth Boulevard 

presented at today’s meeting
– Level 1 screening results

Comments for this phase of the study would be most 
helpful in the next 30 days

Visit www.US6Wadsworth.com
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Welcome to the US 6 and Wadsworth Boulevard 
Environmental Assessment 

Public Open House #2 

 

Tuesday, February 12, 2008 
Lakewood Cultural Center, Lakewood, Colorado 

Tonight’s Purpose 
The purpose of tonight’s meeting is to present and explain the design concepts developed for 
the interchange and Wadsworth Boulevard, and to present the results of the Level 1 (fatal flaw) 
screening of these concepts. We would like your feedback on the range of concepts considered, 
the screening criteria, and the screening results.  

• Do you agree with the Level 1 fatal flaw screening results? 

• What criteria are most important to consider when evaluating the design concepts carried 
forward?  

• Do you have any specific thoughts or ideas about the concepts recommended for further 
evaluation? 

Display boards located in the hallway provide general information about the study, and 
information about traffic conditions, environmental resources, and water quality features that will 
be considered for the project. You will find handouts about different aspects of the study at the 
Reference Materials table in the hallway. 

Display boards and handouts located in the Community Room provide information about design 
concepts for the interchange and Wadsworth Boulevard, and the Level 1 screening process.  
 

Tonight’s Agenda 
4:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. – Sign-In and Public Open House 

Please view display boards in the hallway and Community Room, familiarize yourself 
with the study, and learn about the design concepts and screening process. Talk with 
staff about the study, ask questions, and share your comments. 

5:00 p.m. and 7:00 p.m. – Informational Presentations 
Please take a seat to listen to a presentation about the progress of the study. Each 
presentation will be the same and will last approximately 30 to 45 minutes to provide us 
an opportunity to explain each of the design concepts thoroughly.    

 

Ways to Provide Input 
• Talk to one of the project team members at the various stations. 

• Fill out an Open House Comment Form and place it in the comment box on your way out 
(preferred). 

• Mail your Comment Form to: US 6 / Wadsworth EA, c/o Colleen Kirby Roberts, CH2M HILL, 
535 16th Street, Suite 800, Denver, CO, 80202.  Comments received within the next 30 
days would be most helpful. 

• Submit comments via the project website at www.US6Wadsworth.com. 
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The project purpose and need identifies the transportation problems and other needs that the project 
is intended to address. It is defined through information gathered during scoping meetings and data 
collection activities.  

Purpose of the Proposed Action 
The purpose of the US 6 and Wadsworth Boulevard project is to improve traffic flow and safety, 
accommodate high traffic volumes, and increase multi-modal travel options and connections at the US 
6 and Wadsworth Boulevard interchange and along Wadsworth Boulevard between 4th Avenue and 
14th Avenue. 

The project area includes US 6 (also designated as 6th Avenue) and Wadsworth Boulevard (also 
designated as State Highway 121). The east-west limits along US 6 are from the eastern interchange 
ramps with Wadsworth Boulevard west to Garrison Street.  On Wadsworth Boulevard, the project 
limits are 4th Avenue to 14th Avenue. This area is a vital regional hub of the western Denver 
metropolitan area and the heart of the City of Lakewood.  

The Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT), Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), City of 
Lakewood (City), area residents, businesses, and commuters have prioritized making improvements 
to fix the transportation problems in the project area through previous planning efforts.  CDOT’s goal 
is to identify a proposed action that meets transportation needs, is compatible with local and regional 
plans, avoids or minimizes environmental harm, and can be implemented within cost constraints. 

Need for the Proposed Action 
The existing design and configuration of the interchange and roadway within the project limits have 
not kept pace with traffic and multi-modal travel demands. Improvements are needed to: 

• Improve safety for motorists, pedestrians, and bicyclists 
• Correct design deficiencies that contribute to safety concerns and operational inefficiencies 
• Increase infrastructure capacity to meet current and future traffic volumes 
• Support multi-modal connections  
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PUBLIC SCOPING MEETING AUGUST 21, 2007 

 
For federally-funded transportation projects, the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) requires 
that the environmental impacts of the proposed action be analyzed. This type of study is required 
before federal funds can be committed to the project. The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) is 
the lead federal agency on the US 6 and Wadsworth Boulevard Interchange Environmental 
Assessment.  

Essential Elements of NEPA: 
• Public & Agency Scoping 
• Purpose & Need 
• Alternatives Development 
• Assess Impacts 
• Determine Mitigation 
• Prepare Environmental Assessment 
• Public & Agency Review 
• Decision Document 

Public & Agency Scoping: This is a public process used to identify environmental issues that need to 
be studied and to help define the purpose and need for the project. 

Purpose & Need: The project purpose and need identifies the transportation problems and other 
needs that the project is intended to address. It is defined through information gathered during scoping 
meetings and data collection activities.  

Alternatives Development: A range of alternatives will be developed for the design of the US 6 and 
Wadsworth Boulevard interchange and Wadsworth Boulevard from approximately 4th Avenue to 14th 
Avenue. A “No Action” Alternative – which would not provide any transportation improvements – will 
also be considered. The range of alternatives will then be screened to eliminate alternatives that aren’t 
reasonable, feasible, or that don’t meet the project purpose and need. 

Assess Impacts: Transportation, social, and environmental impacts of the remaining alternatives are 
studied and documented in the Environmental Assessment.  

Determine Mitigation: Mitigation measures are developed to avoid or minimize adverse impacts.  

Prepare Environmental Assessment: Once impacts are analyzed and mitigation measures are 
identified, the Environmental Assessment is written and published for review by the public and 
agencies. 

Public & Agency Review: The project team takes comments from the public and agencies during the 
review period. A public hearing is held to present the information and take formal comments on the 
document. 

Decision Document: After receiving public and agency comments on the Environmental Assessment, 
FHWA issues a decision document. This document records the decision made by FHWA on the project 
and, if a construction project is identified, commits to mitigation of impacts. 
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CDOT follows FHWA regulations and guidelines, and the CDOT Noise Analysis and Abatement 
Guidelines for assessing traffic-related noise. These guidelines establish “noise abatement criteria,” 
that is, noise level standards above which noise-reducing actions should be considered. These 
standards are used for determining the noise impacts of a project as well as assessing potential 
mitigation for impacted areas. Noise abatement criteria vary depending on the activity that occurs on a 
property. The noise abatement criteria for different activity categories are shown in the table below. 

CDOT noise abatement criteria are expressed in A-weighted decibels (dBA). An A-weighted decibel is 
a unit of measure corresponding to the way the human ear perceives the magnitude of sounds at 
different frequencies. 

According to CDOT guidelines, a traffic noise impact at a location occurs when (1) predicted noise 
levels at that location exceed the noise abatement criteria, shown in the table below or (2) predicted 
noise levels exceed the current noise level by 10 dBA or more (even though the predicted levels may 
not exceed noise abatement criteria). This definition reflects the FHWA position that traffic noise 
impacts can occur under either of two separate conditions: (1) when noise levels are unacceptably high 
(absolute level); or (2) when a proposed highway project will substantially increase the existing noise 
environment (substantial increase).  

CDOT’s guidelines state that noise mitigation should be considered for any property, typically called a 
receptor in noise studies, where traffic noise impacts will occur according to the criteria explained 
above. Information about mitigation measures is provided on the back of this page. 

CDOT Traffic Noise Abatement Criteria 
Activity 

Category 
Leq 

(1) 
(dBA) Description of Activity Category 

A 56 (Exterior) Lands on which serenity and quiet are of extraordinary significance and serve 
an important public need and where the preservation of those qualities is 
essential if the area is to continue to serve its intended purpose. 

B 66 (Exterior) Picnic areas, recreation areas, playgrounds, active sports areas, parks, 
residences, motels, hotels, schools, churches, libraries, and hospitals. 

C 71 (Exterior) Developed lands, properties, or activities not included in Categories A or B 
above. 

D -- Undeveloped lands. 

E 51 (Interior) Residences, motels, hotels, public meeting rooms, schools, churches, 
libraries, hospitals, and auditoriums. 

(1) Road noise changes from moment to moment, but one can describe the noise energy over time in terms of its 
“equivalent level” (abbreviated Leq). The Leq is a single level that has the same sound energy as the fluctuating level 
over a stated time period. The Leq used for the noise abatement criteria is the hourly A-weighted equivalent level for 
the “noisiest hour” of the day in the design year. 

(Continued on back of sheet)
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To be included in a project, a proposed noise mitigation measure must first be found to be feasible. A 
summary of the feasibility criteria is as follows: 

• The proposed mitigation measure must be predicted to achieve at least 5 dBA of noise 
reduction at front row receptors (that is, the row of properties closest to the road).  

• The proposed mitigation measure must not create any “fatal flaw” safety or maintenance issues 
such as reduced sight distances, shadowing of ice-prone areas, interference with snow/debris 
removal, or crash hazards. 

• If the mitigation measure is to be a barrier, such as a wall, it must be possible to construct it in a 
continuous manner. Gaps in noise barriers, e.g. for driveways, significantly degrade their 
performance. 

If a mitigation measure is found to be feasible, it is then analyzed for its “reasonableness.” A summary 
of the reasonableness criteria is as follows: 

• The cost/benefit index of the proposed measure should not exceed $4,000 per dB of reduction 
per benefited receptor. 

• The predicted design year noise levels should equal or exceed the Noise Abatement Criteria 
shown in the table on the front of this sheet. 

• At least 50% of the affected properties should approve of the proposed measure. 
• Land use in the affected area should be at least 50% Category B (refer to the Noise Abatement 

Criteria table on the front of this sheet). 
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Index 
Q-1 Why is CDOT conducting this study? 

Q-2 What is an Environmental Assessment (EA)? 

Q-3 Why does this project require an EA? 

Q-4 How long will the study take? 

Q-5 What is the role of the public in this study? 

Q-6 What is the role of the City of Lakewood in the study? 

Q-7 How does CDOT’s project relate to Lakewood’s Station Area Plan and rezoning for the West 
Corridor Light Rail Station? 

Q-8 What is the role of RTD and the West Corridor project in the study? 

Q-9 Is CDOT involved in the property acquisitions for the West Corridor (east side of Wadsworth 
between 13th and 14th Avenues)? 

Q-10 What are the options for improvements? 

Q-11 Who makes the final decision about project improvements? 

Q-12 How will my property be affected?  Are you going to take my property? 

Q-13 When can I see details on property acquisition, access changes, or other property impacts? 

Q-14 Will the project construct noise walls along 6th Avenue west of Wadsworth? 

Q-15 How will the project affect traffic in neighborhoods? 

Q-16 Will this study take into account traffic impacts of the light rail station and increased 
development along the light rail line? 

Q-17 When will the project be constructed? 

Q-18 Will the project be constructed at the same time as other major construction projects in the 
area? 
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Q-1: Why is CDOT conducting this study? 
A-1: Transportation improvements in the study area have been identified as a high priority for CDOT, 
the City of Lakewood, and area residents, businesses, and commuters. Roadway improvements in the 
region’s West Corridor have been identified in Lakewood’s Comprehensive Plan, the Denver Regional 
Council of Government’s (DRCOG’s) Regional Transportation Plan, and the 1997 West Corridor Major 
Investment Study prepared by the Regional Transportation District (RTD). Improvements in the West 
Corridor, including improvements to the US 6 and Wadsworth interchange, were identified as one of the 
set of 28 high-priority projects across the state that, in 1996, CDOT committed to completing over the 
next approximately 25 years. In 1999, Colorado voters approved bonding on CDOT’s 28 high-priority 
projects against future gas tax revenues to complete the projects on an accelerated schedule. CDOT 
has completed nearly half of the projects of its Strategic Transportation Investment Program, also 
known as the 7th Pot Program. The US 6 and Wadsworth improvements have been identified as one of 
the roadway projects needed for the West Corridor, and as such, improvements could be eligible for 
priority funding. 

Q-2: What is an Environmental Assessment (EA)? 
A-2: An EA is a document that describes the effects that a federal action would have on the 
environment. It also describes the impacts of alternatives to the Proposed Actions and identifies ways 
to avoid, minimize, or mitigate adverse impacts. The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), signed 
into law on January 1, 1970, established a national policy to protect the environment. Federal agencies 
are required to integrate the NEPA process into other planning processes to ensure that planning and 
decisions consider environmental values. Regulations for implementing NEPA established by the 
President’s Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) require that federal agencies document their 
consideration of environmental values and provide opportunity for public involvement. The potential for 
both beneficial and adverse impacts must be considered. EAs are normally prepared for those 
Proposed Actions whose environmental impacts are unknown. An EA will result in either a Finding of 
No Significant Impact (FONSI) or a finding of significant impact and a Notice of Intent to prepare an 
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) to further study these impacts. 

Q-3: Why does this project require an EA? 
A-3: An EA is required because the proposed implementation of transportation improvements to US 6 
and Wadsworth Boulevard is likely to have environmental impacts, and the extent of these impacts is 
unknown. 

Q-4: How long will the study take? 
A-4: The study was initiated in spring 2007 and will be completed in December 2008. If a construction 
project is identified at the end of the study, the project would then proceed into final design and 
construction. Final design typically takes 6 to 12 months to complete, and construction typically takes 
one to two years. The US 6 / Wadsworth study has been identified by CDOT and the Federal Highway 
Administration (FHWA) as a pilot NEPA streamlining project. It is also a priority project for CDOT and 
the City of Lakewood. The study is following an accelerated schedule due to the streamlining efforts.
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Q-5: What is the role of the public in this study? 
A-5: The public has been involved in developing the scope of the study, by providing input on which 
issues should be included in the study. Ending in August 2007, the scoping, or data-gathering, period 
also helped define the purpose and need for the project.  

CDOT is now asking for input on the development of alternatives for Wadsworth Boulevard and the 
US 6 and Wadsworth Boulevard interchange.  At this stage, we are looking specifically for feedback on 
the criteria used to evaluate the alternatives, priority of the criteria, and thoughts about the design 
concepts that have been developed. In the next couple of months, we plan to develop more detailed 
designs of the concepts recommended for further evaluation. We will be seeking public input on these 
alternatives. 

The public will also be involved in developing and selecting mitigation measures used to avoid or 
minimize impacts of the Preferred Alternative. The public will then be able to review the EA document 
and provide formal comments at a public hearing. FHWA will consider these comments when writing its 
decision document on the project. 

Q-6: What is the role of the City of Lakewood in the study? 
A-6: The City of Lakewood is a partnering agency on the study. The City is working with CDOT and 
FHWA to provide a vision for improvements and necessary information and coordination among city 
departments and staff. 

Q-7: How does CDOT’s project relate to Lakewood’s Station Area Plan and rezoning for the 
West Corridor Light Rail Station? 
A-7: CDOT has reviewed Lakewood’s Station Area Plan to determine whether proposed improvements 
on Wadsworth Boulevard would conflict with the Plan. Implementation of the Station Area Plan, 
however, is beyond the scope of this study. The City of Lakewood is a partner with CDOT on the EA. 

Q-8: What is the role of RTD and the West Corridor project in the study? 
A-8: RTD is a cooperating agency on the study. RTD has jurisdiction over the West Corridor light rail 
line and station, which are located in the US 6 / Wadsworth study area. RTD is working with CDOT and 
FHWA to provide necessary information on the West Corridor project and coordinate between the West 
Corridor and US 6 / Wadsworth projects. 

Q-9: Is CDOT involved in the property acquisitions for the West Corridor (east side of 
Wadsworth between 13th and 14th Avenues)? 
A-9: No. The property acquisitions currently occurring along Wadsworth Boulevard between 13th and 
14th Avenues are not related to the US 6 / Wadsworth EA. 
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Q-10: What are the options for improvements?  
A-10: At this point in the study process, options for improvements include conceptual designs for the 
US 6 and Wadsworth interchange and for Wadsworth Boulevard between 4th and 14th Avenue. Eight 
conceptual interchange designs were evaluated for fatal flaws during the Level 1 screening process. 
CDOT is recommending four of the concepts be carried forward for more detailed evaluation: 

 

Tight Diamond 
 

Tight Diamond with Loop 

 

Single Point Urban Interchange (SPUI) 
 

Partial Cloverleaf 

 

Eleven conceptual designs for Wadsworth Boulevard were evaluated for fatal flaws during the Level 1 
screening process. One concept is recommended to be carried forward for more detailed evaluation.  
The basic elements of this concept are shown below.  It is likely that multiple alternatives, each varying 
the different design elements, will be developed out of this concept. 

 
Q-11: Who makes the final decision about project improvements? 

A-11: FHWA and CDOT will evaluate the environmental impacts of reconstruction of Wadsworth 
Boulevard and the interchange and determine which, if any, option should be funded. 
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Q-12: How will my property be affected?  Are you going to take my property? 

A-12: At this stage, CDOT has not advanced the design concepts to a point where specific property 
impacts can be determined. In the next level of evaluation, design of all of the alternatives 
recommended for detailed study (both for Wadsworth Boulevard and the interchange) will be refined, 
and individual properties that could be affected by the alternatives will be identified. The type and extent 
of property impacts will be an important criterion in evaluating and selecting a Preferred Alternative. 
After the Preferred Alternative is selected, CDOT will individually evaluate each potential property 
acquisition to determine if the acquisitions can be minimized or avoided. If your property is one 
identified as a potential acquisition, we will schedule a meeting with you to discuss mitigation options.  

Q-13: When can I see details on property acquisition, access changes, or other property 
impacts? 

A-13: Preliminary details on property impacts will be available in April 2008. At that time, we will hold 
another Open House to discuss the results of the detailed alternatives evaluation, including property 
impacts. We will also be meeting with potentially affected property owners. (Also, see Q-12.). 

Q-14: Will the project construct noise walls along 6th Avenue west of Wadsworth? 

A-14: If a project is recommended for construction, noise mitigation will be provided for locations where 
highway noise is higher than acceptable thresholds (66 dBA), and where analysis shows that it is 
reasonable and feasible to do so.  

Q-15: How will the project affect traffic in neighborhoods?  
A-15: Designs for the interchange and Wadsworth Boulevard are conceptual at this stage of the study, 
and the impacts to neighborhood traffic have not been assessed. As the concepts move forward into 
more detailed evaluation, the impacts to neighborhood traffic will be studied, along with transportation, 
social, and environmental impacts. 
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Q-16: Will this study take into account traffic impacts of the light rail station and increased 
development along the light rail line? 

A-16: The study will use DRCOG’s approved 2035 travel forecasting model to determine future corridor 
traffic conditions, as required by NEPA.  The DRCOG model incorporates the entire RTD FasTracks 
program as well as the most current land use forecasts surrounding the Wadsworth Boulevard corridor 
and the proposed West Corridor Light Rail Transit station.  To date, a number of planning efforts have 
been completed to evaluate the implementation of light rail transit, the transit station, and the potential 
for changes in land use surrounding the station such as transit-oriented development (TOD). These 
planning efforts are described below. 

Title       Agency   Date Status 
West Corridor Major Investment Study    RTD   1997 Adopted 
Final West Corridor Environmental Impact Statement  RTD   2003 Completed 
Wadsworth Boulevard Station Area Plan   City of Lakewood  2006 Adopted 
Article 22: Mixed Use Zone District Zoning Ordinance  City of Lakewood  2007 Adopted 
Wadsworth Boulevard Station Area Implementation Plan City of Lakewood  2007 Adopted 
West Corridor Supplemental Environmental Assessment RTD   2007 Completed 

 
Q-17: When will the project be constructed? 
A-13: The EA must be completed before CDOT can apply for federal funding to construct a project. A 
typical schedule would include 18 to 24 months for completion of an EA, 6 to 12 months for final design, 
and one to two years for construction. Because the project is a high priority, construction could start as 
early as 2010. 

Q-13: Will the project be constructed at the same time as other major construction projects in 
the area? 
A-13: If a construction project is identified, the construction timing will be coordinated with other major 
construction projects in the area. CDOT will work closely with other entities to coordinate construction 
schedules to minimize disruptions to area residents, businesses, and commuters to the greatest extent 
possible.  



 Level 1 Screening Results Open House #2 
 Wadsworth Conceptual Designs (Wadsworth from Highland to 14th Avenues)  
 

 

NA 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

Category Screening Criteria No Action 
(4 lane + No 

Median+ 
Minimal 

Sidewalks) 

Intelligent 
Transportation 

System 
Strategies Only*  

Intersection 
Improvements + 

Median 

4 Lane + 
Median + 
Sidewalks 

5 Lane + 
Median + 
without 

Sidewalks 

5 Lane + 
Median + 
Sidewalks 

6 Lane + 
Median + 
without 

Sidewalks 

6 Lane + No 
Median + 
Sidewalks 

6 Lane + 
Median + 
Sidewalks 

6 Lane + Two 
Way Left Turn 
+ Sidewalks 

6 Lane Transit 
(4 Travel + 2 
Dedicated 
Transit) 

8 Lane Transit
(6 Travel + 2 
Dedicated 
Transit) 

Is the alternative feasible from an 
engineering perspective? N/A YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES 

Does the alternative decrease access 
conflicts? NO NO YES YES YES YES YES NO YES NO YES YES Safety/Design 

Can this alternative accommodate safer 
bicycle and pedestrian travel along and 

across Wadsworth? 
NO NO NO YES NO YES NO YES YES YES YES YES 

Mobility/Traffic 
Operations 

Can the alternative meet current and future 
traffic needs? NO NO NO NO NO NO YES NO YES NO NO YES 

Local Impacts 
Does the alternative provide a means to 
access residences and businesses along 

the corridor? 
YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES 

Environmental 
Impacts 

Can environmental impacts be reasonably 
mitigated? Primary environmental impacts 

considered during Level 1 Screening include 
right-of-way, noise, water quality, and 

Section 4(f). 

N/A YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES NO 

Cost Feasibility 

Can the alternative be constructed within 
150 percent of estimated costs (i.e., less 
than $30 million [in 2010 dollars])? Costs 

include the capital construction and right of 
way. 

N/A YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES NO 

Is the alternative compatible with 
established local plans and visions? NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO YES NO NO NO 

Implementation 
Is the alternative compatible with RTD LRT 

plans? YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES 

SUMMARY OF RESULTS 

Carried 
Forward: 
Baseline 

Comparison 

Eliminated: 
infrastructure 
deficiencies 

Eliminated: 
infrastructure 
deficiencies 

Eliminated: 
traffic 

Eliminated: 
traffic, 

pedestrians/ 
bicyclists 

Eliminated: 
traffic 

Eliminated: 
pedestrians/ 

bicyclists  

Eliminated: 
access 

conflicts, 
traffic 

Carried 
Forward: 
Level 2 

Evaluation 

Eliminated: 
traffic 

Eliminated: 
traffic; does 

not meet 
purpose and 

need 

Eliminated: 
ROW and land 
use impacts; 

cost; does not 
meet purpose 

and need 

* Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) (also referred to as Intelligent Traffic Systems, Travel Demand Management, and Transportation Systems Management) apply communications and information technology to provide solutions to congestion and other traffic control issues.  ITS 
include such techniques as providing real-time information about traffic conditions, coordinating traffic signals, and operating reverse direction lanes to accommodate commuter traffic. Specific ITS strategies being considered for this project include ramp metering, arterial variable messaging 
system or VMS, closed caption television to support corridor surveillance and VMS, and system detection/incident timing. These strategies were included in the screening for the other alternatives but inclusion of ITS did not influence the screening results.  Analysis of ITS will be included in 
the Level 2 evaluation for Conceptual Design #8, which has been forwarded for further evaluation. 

 



Level 1 Screening Results Open House #2 
 US 6 and Wadsworth Interchange Conceptual Designs (including Wadsworth from 4th to Highland Avenues)  

 

NA A B C D E F G H 

Traditional 
Diamond 

Tight Diamond Tight Diamond 
w/Loop 

Single Point 
Urban 

Interchange 

Partial Cloverleaf  Partial Cloverleaf  
w/Directional 

Ramp 

Full Cloverleaf 
with Collector/ 

Distributor Roads 

Diverging Diamond 
Category Level 1 Screening Criteria 

No Action 
 
 

Full 
Cloverleaf 

       

Is the alternative feasible from an 
engineering perspective? N/A YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES 

Can this alternative accommodate safer 
bicycle and pedestrian travel through the 

interchange? 
NO YES YES YES YES YES YES NO YES Safety/Design 

Does the alternative improve weaving/merge 
conditions? NO YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES 

Can the alternative meet current and future 
traffic needs? NO YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES 

Mobility/Traffic 
Operations 

Does the alternative address the interaction 
of the Wadsworth interchange and 

Carr/Garrison Street ramps? 
NO YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES 

Local Impacts 
Does the alternative provide a means to 
access residences and businesses along 

the corridor? 
YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES 

Environmental 
Impacts 

Can environmental impacts be reasonably 
mitigated? Environmental impacts 

considered during Level 1 Screening include 
right-of-way, noise, water quality, and 

Section 4(f). 

N/A NO YES YES YES YES NO NO NO 

Cost Feasibility 

Can the alternative be constructed within 
150 percent of estimated costs (i.e., less 

than $67.5 million [in 2010 dollars])? Costs 
include the capital construction and right of 

way. 

N/A YES YES YES YES YES NO NO YES 

Implementation Is the alternative compatible with 
established local plans and visions? NO YES YES YES YES YES YES NO NO 

SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
Carried 

Forward: 
Baseline 

Comparison 

Eliminated: 
ROW impacts 

Carried Forward: 
Level 2 

Evaluation 

Carried Forward: 
Level 2 Evaluation 

Carried 
Forward:  
Level 2 

Evaluation 

Carried Forward:  
Level 2 Evaluation

Eliminated: 
ROW impacts, 
noise, and cost 

Eliminated: 
ROW impacts; 
bicyclist and 
pedestrian 
conflicts  

Eliminated:  
ROW impacts, 

reduced travel speed, 
driver expectations 

 



 

PUBLIC OPEN HOUSE #2 FEBRUARY 12, 2008 

 
First Name: __________________________________ Last Name: _____________________________________________________   

Address: _______________________________________________ City: _______________________ Zip Code: ________________ 

Email Address: ___________________________________________      Yes, add me to the US 6/Wadsworth mailing list      

Do you agree with the results of the Level 1 screening for the interchange concepts?    Yes      No 

Comments? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Do you agree with the results of the Level 1 screening for the Wadsworth Boulevard concepts?    Yes      No 

Comments? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Which criteria do you feel are most important in evaluating the design concepts carried forward? Please fill out the 

checklist on the back of this page, and provide any comments on the criteria in the space provided below. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Do you have any additional comments?   
__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 



 

PUBLIC OPEN HOUSE #2 FEBRUARY 12, 2008 

Please take a few minutes to read through the following list and check the criteria you feel are most important in 
evaluating the alternatives carried forward. Please check a maximum of five criteria for the interchange 
alternatives, and a maximum of five criteria for the Wadsworth Boulevard alternatives. This will help us 
understand the priorities of stakeholders as we conduct the Level 2 evaluation. Please contact a project team 
member if you have any questions. 

High Priority? 
(check no more than five) Interchange Alternatives Evaluation Criteria 

 Safe pedestrian and bicycle crossings at interchange 
 Design of ramp entrances 
 Number of design exceptions (variances from approved design standards) 
 Number of weave sections (areas where vehicles must cross paths to enter or exit highway) 
 Congestion on interchange ramps 
 Spacing between ramp and frontage road intersections  
 Interchange capacity to accommodate highest volume movements 
 Local access to/from US 6 
 Effects to local business access, visibility, or parking 
 Number of businesses and residences that would require relocation 
 Number of properties that would be either partially or fully acquired 
 Number of residences within 66 dBA (decibel) noise contour 
 Acres of wetlands and waters of the U.S. affected 
 Total cost of project 
 Right-of-way cost  
 Ability of emergency response providers to maintain or improve their response times 
 Maintenance of traffic during construction 
 Ability to accommodate future widening of US 6 or Wadsworth 

  
High Priority?  

(check no more than five) Wadsworth Boulevard Alternatives Evaluation Criteria 

 Width of travel lanes 
 Medians for vehicular and pedestrian safety 
 Sidewalks for pedestrian and bicycle safety 
 Number of design exceptions (variances from approved design standards) 
 Medians for access control 
 Delay (time) vehicles experience at signalized intersections 
 Corridor travel time 
 Neighborhood traffic impacts 
 Local street access to/from Wadsworth 
 Number of businesses and residences that would require relocation 
 Number of properties that would be either partially or fully acquired 
 Acres of wetlands and waters of the U.S. affected 
 Number of historic properties and parks affected 
 Total cost of project 
 Right-of-way cost 
 Ability of emergency response providers to maintain or improve their response times 
 Construction duration 
 Ability to accommodate future widening of US 6 or Wadsworth 

 



ACCESS SPACING

Signal Spacing
Increasing the distance between traffic signals improves the
flow of traffic on major arterials, reduces congestion, and
improves air quality for heavily traveled corridors.  The appro-
priate spacing between signals for a particular corridor
depends greatly upon the speed and flow of traffic, but any-
thing greater than two signals per mile has a significant
impact on congestion and safety.
A major synthesis of research on access management found
that each additional signal over two per mile (i.e., a one-half
mile signal spacing) increased travel time by over six percent.
[4]  A study of an intersection in Cincinnati where a signal was
added found a 20 percent increase in peak travel times. [11]

A demonstration project in Colorado revealed that half mile signal spacing and raised medi-
ans on a five-mile roadway segment reduced total hours of vehicle travel by 42 percent and
total hours of delay by 59 percent, compared to quarter mile signal spacing.  [1]
Improved speeds and travel times translate directly into envi-
ronmental benefits. An ongoing study in Texas found that a
ten mile four-lane arterial with one-half mile signal spacing
reduced fuel consumption by 240,000 gallons from
increased speed and 335,000 gallons from reduced delay,
compared to quarter mile signal spacing. [14]

Increasing the  distance between signals also reduces the
incidence of crashes.  A review of crash data from seven
states demonstrated that the crash rate increased substantially with additional signals
per mile. [4]  This is partly related to access spacing, which is presented next. 

Driveway Spacing
Appropriate driveway spacing presents another major access issue.  Large numbers of
driveways increase the potential conflicts on the road.  Fewer driveways spaced further
apart allow for more orderly merging of traffic and present fewer challenges to drivers.
The congestion impacts of reduced driveways are fairly clear.  It is impossible for a
major arterial or highway to maintain free flow speeds with numerous access points

that add slow moving vehicles.  A
research synthesis found that roadway
speeds were reduced an average of
2.5 miles per hour for every 10 access
points per mile, up to a maximum of a
10 miles per hour reduction (at 40
access points per mile). [4]  With high-
er numbers of access points, conges-
tion will increase significantly.
An overabundance of driveways also
increases the rate of car crashes.  An
examination of crash data in seven
states indicated found a strong linear
relationship between the number of
crashes and the number of driveways.
Rural areas had a similar, but less
strong relationship. [4,7]

MEDIAN TREATMENTS

Medians
Median treatments for roadways rep-
resent one of the most effective
means to regulate access, but are
also the most controversial.  The two
major median treatments include
two-way left turn lanes (TWLTL) and
raised medians.

The safety benefits of median
improvements have been the subject
of numerous studies and syntheses.
Studies of both particular corridors
and comparative research on differ-
ent types of median treatments indi-
cate the significant safety benefits
from access management tech-
niques.  According to an analysis of crash data in seven states, raised medians reduce
crashes by over 40 percent in urban areas and over 60 percent in rural areas. [4]

A study of corridors in several cities in Iowa found that two-way left-turn lanes reduced
crashes by as much as 70 percent, improved level of service by one full grade in
some areas, and increased lane capacity by as much as 36 percent. [5]

Raised medians also provide extra protection for pedestrians.  A study of median treat-
ments in Georgia found that raised medians reduced pedestrian-involved crashes by 45
percent and fatalities by 78 percent, compared to two-way left-turn lanes. [12]

TURNING LANES

Left Turns
Exclusive turning lanes for vehicles remove stopped vehicles from
through traffic.  Left-turn lanes at intersections substantially reduce
rear-end crashes.  A major synthesis of research on left-turn lanes
demonstrated that exclusive turn lanes reduce crashes between 18
to 77 percent (50 percent average) and reduce rear-end collisions
between 60 and 88 percent. [4]

Left-turn lanes also substantially increase the capacity of many roadways.  A shared left-
turn and through lane has about 40 to 60 percent the capacity of a standard through
lane. [4].  A synthesis of research on this topic found a 25 percent increase in capacity,
on average, for roadways that added a left-turn lane. [13]

Indirect Turns
Some of the biggest issues with managing access come at intersections where vehicles
must cross traffic.  Some states and cities have adopted indirect turns to reduce these
conflicts.  In New Jersey, the jug-handle left turn requires a right turn onto a feeder
street, followed by a left onto a cross street.  Detroit has
extensively used an indirect U-turn that requires a U-turn
past an intersection, followed by a right turn instead of a
regular left turn.

Like dedicated left-turn
lanes, indirect turns reduce
crashes, improve conges-
tion, and add capacity.
Crashes decline by 20 per-
cent on average, and 35
percent if the indirect turn
intersection is signalized.
Capacity typically shows a
15 to 20 percent gain. [4]

Right Turns
Right-turn lanes typically have a less substantial impact on
crashes and roadway capacity than other types of turn
strategies, because there are fewer limitations on right
turns.  Though there are fewer studies of these impacts,
there is a clear relationship between the number of vehicles
attempting a right turn in a through traffic lane and its delay
to through traffic.  This relationship is exponential – each
additional car that must wait for a right turn will increase the

delay more than the previous car.  At intersections with substantial right-turn move-
ments, a dedicated right-turn lane segregates these cars from through traffic and
increases the capacity of the road.

Roundabouts
Roundabouts represent a potential solution for inter-
sections with many conflict points.  Though not appro-
priate for all situations, roundabouts reduce vehicle
movements across traffic.  Only a few studies have
examined the safety benefits of roundabouts.  One
study of four intersections that were replaced with
roundabouts in Maryland found a drop in crashes
between 18 and 29 percent and a reduction in injury
crashes between 63 and 88 percent.  The cost of
crashes at these locations – one measure of severity
– was also reduced by 68 percent.  Overall crashes
on roundabouts were more minor than those at left
turn locations. [9]  Another study of roundabouts in
several locations found a 51 percent reduction in
crashes, including a 73 percent reduction in injury
crashes and a 32 percent reduction in property-damage-only crashes for single-lane round-
abouts.  Multi-lane roundabouts only experienced a 29 percent reduction in crashes. [6]

RELATED TECHNIQUES
Access management includes more
techniques than can be discussed in a
single brochure.  Some of these tech-
niques are newer and have been
researched somewhat less.  Frontage
roads have been the subject of some
debate in the literature, but there is no
clear indication of their benefits.  Other
techniques, such as the relationship
between highway interchange spacing
and local traffic, are new topics that
require more research.

Many cities and states develop access
management programs to deal with
existing issues of congestion and safety.
An active access management program,
however, would need to include changes
to local land use policies that encourage
the rational development of major roads.
In newly developing areas, land use and
zoning controls that limit the number of
access points and leave space for medi-
an improvements can save money and
effort as these areas develop.

Business Concerns
Installing raised medians often raises serious concerns by the business community
that local businesses that depend upon pass-by traffic (especially gas stations and
fast-food restaurants [10]) will be adversely affected by medians.  Though there are
few studies of the actual impacts of medians on business sales, there are several sur-
veys of business owner opinions.  Surveys conducted in mul-
tiple corridors in Texas, Iowa, and Florida demonstrate that
the vast majority of business owners believe there have been
no declines in sales, with some believing there are actually
improvements in business sales.  [2,5,8] One study in Texas
indicated that corridors with access control improvements
experienced an 18 percent increase in property values after
construction. [2]
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FOR MORE INFORMATION

http://www.accessmanagement.gov

FHWA Document Number FHWA-OP-03-066

WHAT IS ACCESS 
MANAGEMENT?
Access management is a set of techniques that state and local gov-
ernments can use to control access to highways, major arterials, and
other roadways.  Access management includes several techniques
that are designed to increase the capacity of these roads, manage
congestion, and reduce crashes.

� Increasing spacing between signals and interchanges;
� Driveway location, spacing, and design;
� Use of exclusive turning lanes;
� Median treatments, including two-way left turn lanes (TWLTL) that

allow turn movements in multiple directions from a center lane
and raised medians that prevent movements across a roadway;

� Use of service and frontage roads; and
� Land use policies that limit right-of-way access to highways.

State, regional, and local governments across the United States
use access management policies to preserve the functionality of
their roadway systems.  This is often done by designating an
appropriate level of access control for each of a variety of facili-
ties.  Local residential roads are allowed full access, while major
highways and freeways allow very little.  In between are a series
of road types that require standards to help ensure the free flow
of traffic and minimize crashes, while still allowing access to major
businesses and other land uses along a road,

PURPOSE OF THE BROCHURE
This brochure serves as a guide to the major benefits of several
access management techniques in use across the United States.  The
purpose of this brochure is to provide a comprehensive and succinct
examination of the benefits of access management and address major
concerns that are often raised about access management.
The benefits usually identified with access management include
improved movement of through traffic, reduced crashes, and fewer
vehicle conflicts.  Most major concerns about access management
relate to potential reductions in revenue to local businesses that
depend on pass-by traffic.
This brochure does not describe the precise strategies that trans-
portation departments should follow to implement an access man-
agement program, but rather provides an introduction to the key
concepts.  The brochure may also be a useful tool to distribute at
public meetings for both general access management plans and
specific applications of access management techniques.
This brochure describes the relevant benefits and issues with three
key sets of access management techniques:
1. Access spacing, including spacing between signalized intersections

and distance between driveways;
2. Turning lanes, including dedicated left- and right-turn lanes, as

well as indirect left turns and U-turns, and roundabouts; and
3. Median treatments, including two-way left-turn lanes and raised

medians.
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US 6 / Wadsworth 

Environmental Assessment 
Including Improvements from 4th to 14th 
Avenues 

  

Purpose: 
Open House #2 – present preliminary design concepts and results of  
Level 1 screening 

Day: Tuesday Date: February 12, 2008, 4:00 p.m. – 8:00 p.m.   

Location:  Lakewood Cultural Center, Lakewood  

: 

Participants: 
Attendee Representing 

See meeting roster in US 6/ 
Wadsworth Environmental 
Assessment Open House #2 
Summary Report 

Individuals interested in the project. 

Aaron Swafford CH2M HILL 
Allen Albers City of Lakewood 
Alexis Moore City of Lakewood 
Claudio Vera CH2M HILL 
Colleen Kirby Roberts CH2M HILL 
David Singer CDOT R6 
Fawn Friend CH2M HILL 
Glen Selover CH2M HILL 
Mary McCannon CDOT R6 
Penny Clemons CDOT R6 
Nashat Sawaged CDOT R6 
Leela Rajaskar CDOT R6 
Kirk Webb CDOT R6 
Loretta LaRiviere CH2M HILL 
Mandy Whorton CH2M HILL 
Randy Furst CDOT R6 
Seyed Kalantar CDOT R6 
Tim Eversoll CH2M HILL  
Vanessa Henderson CDOT EPB 
Zeke Lynch CH2M HILL 
Will Voss CH2M HILL  
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PUBLIC SCOPING AUGUST 21, 2007 MEETING MINUTES 

Candice Hein CH2M HILL  
 

Discussion Items 
The purpose of the meeting was to present the preliminary design concepts for the US 
6/Wadsworth Boulevard interchange and for Wadsworth Boulevard between 4th and 14th 
Avenues, and to present the results of the Level 1 screening.  

Approximately 92 individuals, not including CDOT, City, or Consultant staff, attended the 
meeting. Sign-in sheets for each of the meeting sessions are included in the US 6/ Wadsworth 
Environmental Assessment Open House #2 Summary Report.   

The meeting was an open house format supplemented by two formal presentations.  The 
open house was available from 4:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. with presentations at 5:00 p.m. and 
7:00 p.m.  People arrived throughout the course of the meeting. Attendance was strong at 
both presentations, with the 5:00 p.m. presentation more heavily attended. A children’s 
activity area was available, and one family took advantage of this service.  A Spanish 
translator was also available but no Spanish-only speakers were present at the meeting. 

Six stations were staffed by CDOT and Consultant staff.  Stations included the following 
topics: project purpose and need, and study schedule; design concepts and screening 
results; traffic; environmental resources and water quality treatment options; reference 
materials and handouts; and CDOT’s right-of-way procedures. At several stations, display 
boards were used to illustrate aspects of the project.  Reduced sized copies of the display 
boards are included in the US 6/ Wadsworth Environmental Assessment Open House #2 
Summary Report.  
For each presentation, Kirk Webb, CDOT Region 6 Environmental Manager, introduced the 
study and study participants and provided an overview of CDOT’s mission and goals for 
the EA. Mandy Whorton, CH2M HILL Environmental Manager, presented information 
about the EA process, summary of scoping, and information about the alternatives 
development and screening process.  Tim Eversoll, CH2M HILL Project Manager, 
presented information about the interchange and Wadsworth Boulevard design concepts 
recommended for further evaluation.  The presentation is included in the US 6/ Wadsworth 
Environmental Assessment Open House #2 Summary Report. 

A copy of all written comments received is provided in the US 6/Wadsworth Environmental 
Assessment Open House #2 Summary Report.  The verbal comments received are presented 
below categorized by topic.   

Design Concepts  

• Reroute traffic through the neighborhood on the southeast side of the interchange, and 
develop a slip ramp similar to the Carr Street/Garrison Street entrance for cars entering 
eastbound 6th Avenue between Wadsworth Boulevard and Sheridan Boulevard. Close 
the existing eastbound on-ramp onto US 6.  

• Project needs could be addressed by 1) reconfiguring the southbound US 6 off-ramp 
and removing the signal at 5th Avenue; and 2) adding a slip ramp to enter US 6 east of 
Wadsworth Boulevard rather than reconstructing the interchange, because it would 
disrupt fewer residences. 
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PUBLIC SCOPING AUGUST 21, 2007 MEETING MINUTES 

• The project must plan for transit. Support for a future trolley car along Wadsworth 
Boulevard. 

• Support for the Single-Point Urban Interchange (SPUI) concept. 

• Support for concepts that do not add more signals. Additional signals will not help 
accommodate current and increased traffic volumes on Wadsworth Boulevard. 

Traffic 

• The intersection of Wadsworth Boulevard with 5th Avenue is skewed with “dips” on 
both sides. Southbound Wadsworth Boulevard needs a right-turn lane onto 5th Avenue 
and larger turning radii at the 5th Avenue intersection. 

• Signals along Wadsworth Boulevard are not synchronized; they increase traffic 
congestion and make drivers stop at every light.  

• The Carr Street/Garrison Street slip ramps should be removed. 

• The Carr Street/Garrison Street slip ramps should be maintained. 

Noise  

• Noise levels have increased since the speed limit on US 6 was raised to 65 mph. Look 
into lowering the speed limit back to 55 mph. 

• Please look into quiet pavement on US 6, like rubberized asphalt or pavement similar to 
that at US 6 near Indiana Avenue. 

• Residents experienced high levels of noise, dust, and fumes during noise-wall 
construction along US 6 east of Wadsworth Boulevard. Hotel vouchers were offered to 
residents proximate to the Transportation Expansion (T-REX) Project construction, and 
this sounds like a good idea during construction for this project.  

Safety 

• The 65-mph speed limit on 6th Avenue is too high and causes too many accidents. Look 
into lowering the speed limit back to 55 mph. 

Right-of-Way and Property Acquisition 

• A property owner was concerned that a decision in December 2008 meant that all 
negotiations for acquiring right-of-way and property would be finalized by this time; 
the owner expressed concern that this is very little time to make decisions about 
relocation. Staff explained that right-of-way negotiations will occur after a decision on 
the project is issued, and affected property owners will have time to negotiate and 
make decisions. 

Drainage and Utilities 

• Project team should be aware of existing ditch systems in the neighborhood. 

Maintenance 

• There is currently insufficient snow storage on Wadsworth Boulevard. Future designs 
for snow storage should not block pedestrian and bike paths. 
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Miscellaneous 

• The public needs to understand the details of the cost estimate for the project so that 
they can understand how mitigation for noise and property impacts is being 
considered.  

• Please start construction as soon as possible. 

• Please continue to keep the public informed of project progress and decisions. 
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